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New Snap-on MicroLithium Cordless Ratchets: 
Must Have For Unbelievable Speed, Control, Accessibility  

 

KENOSHA, Wis. – May 14, 2014 – The Snap-on® 1/4-inch Drive 14.4v MicroLithium Cordless 
Ratchet (CTR725) and 3/8-inch Drive 14.4v MicroLithium Cordless Ratchet (CTR761) give service 
technicians the first cordless ratchets to match the performance of a pneumatic ratchet. With an 
industry-leading combination of strength and speed, these innovative ratchets are capable of 
breaking loose and running out fasteners at a high rate of speed. 
 
“Our new cordless ratchets give you the freedom and added accessibility of working untethered 
without sacrificing one bit of speed,” said Rodger Isetts, product manager for Snap-on. “In addition, 
the 14.4 volt MicroLithium battery system is interchangeable with our other micro cordless tools in 
the line, providing even more convenience, productivity and performance.” 
 
The new Snap-on MicroLithium Cordless Ratchets provide high manual breakaway torque and 
follow with rotational speeds of up to 350 RPM to remove and install bolts lightning fast. These 
versatile tools feature a cold-forged crankshaft for quality, strength and durability, and boast a 14.4 
volt battery for longer runtime.  
 
Customers can learn more about the new Snap-on 1/4-inch Drive 14.4v MicroLithium Cordless 
Ratchet (CTR725) and 3/8-inch Drive 14.4v MicroLithium Cordless Ratchet (CTR761) by 
contacting their participating Snap-on franchisee or representative, visiting 
www.snapon.com/unbelievableratchets or by calling toll free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).  
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer 
and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for 
professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, 
tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and 
other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, 
including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, 
natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest 
non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, 
company-direct, distributor and Internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 
1920, is a $3.1 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wis. with operations throughout the 
world.  For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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